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Abstract

Three number density correction algorithms and one size distribution correction algorithm for the Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) were compared with data taken by the Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) and an optical number density measuring instrument (NDMI). Of the three number density correction algorithms, the one that compared best to the PDPA and NDMI data was the algorithm developed by Baumgardner, Strapp, and Dye (1985). The algorithm that corrects sizing errors in the FSSP that was developed by Lock and Hovenac (1989) was shown to be within 25% of the Phase Doppler measurements at number densities as high as 3000 /cc.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) is an optical droplet sizing instrument that is used for measuring the diameter of micron size water droplets. Although the FSSP is the most widely used droplet sizing instrument in icing research, corrections are required to its measurements under conditions of high number density. The Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) is an optical droplet sizing instrument that has gained wide acceptance in spray nozzle and combustion diagnostics research. The purpose of this report is to compare FSSP data employing several correction algorithms with data taken by the PDPA and by an optical number density measuring instrument (NDMI). The comparison provides information on how closely the FSSP data agrees with the PDPA and the NDMI and how much the agreement is improved by the correction algorithms considered.

Three number density correction algorithms and one size distribution correction algorithm for the FSSP were compared with data taken by the PDPA and the NDMI. The number density algorithms tested were the activity correction developed by Particle Measuring Systems (ref. 3); a statistical correction developed by Baumgardner, Strapp, and Dye (ref. 4); and another statistical correction developed by Lock and Hovenac (ref. 12). A size distribution correction algorithm developed by Lock and Hovenac was also tested (ref. 15).

Of the three number density correction algorithms, the one that most closely agreed with the PDPA and NDMI data under conditions of very high number density was the algorithm developed by Baumgardner, Strapp, and Dye. The algorithm that corrects sizing errors in the FSSP that was developed by Lock and Hovenac was shown to be within 25% of the Phase Doppler measurements at number densities as high as 3000 /cc.
The Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) is an optical droplet sizing instrument that is used for measuring the diameter of micron size water droplets (ref. 1). At the NASA Lewis Research Center the FSSP is mounted on research aircraft and flown through icing clouds for the purpose of characterizing these clouds. The instrument is also used for measuring droplet diameters in the NASA Lewis Icing Research Tunnel (ref. 2). It has been known for some time that measurement errors in the FSSP increase as number density increases (refs. 3,4) and these errors can become unacceptably large if the number density increases beyond several hundred droplets per cubic centimeter (ref. 5). Such conditions of high number density are not unusual for the IRT and thus correction algorithms are needed to improve the FSSP data. The purpose of this report is to compare FSSP data employing several correction algorithms with data taken by another droplet sizing instrument, the Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) (ref. 6) and an optical number density measuring instrument (NDMI).

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The PDPA is an optical droplet sizing instrument that has gained wide acceptance in the spray nozzle and combustion diagnostics communities (ref. 7). The principle of operation of the PDPA is significantly different from that of the FSSP. The FSSP determines the diameters of droplets by measuring the intensity of light scattered by a droplet as it crosses a focused laser beam. The intensity of the scattered light contains the information about the droplet's size. The PDPA makes use of a pair of crossed laser beams similar to those used for laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV). If a droplet is present in the region of the intersecting beams, it creates a scattering pattern of bright and dark fringes. The spacing of these fringes contains the information about the diameter of the droplet. In addition the PDPA measures the velocity of the droplets using standard LDV techniques (ref. 8). For the comparison test, the PDPA size range was set to 1.3-47 μm to closely match the 2-47 μm range of the FSSP.

The NDMI is a prototype instrument designed to measure only droplet number density. It has some features of both the FSSP and the PDPA. Like the FSSP, it detects the scattered light from a droplet as it passes through a focused laser beam. However the optical collection angles of the NDMI are similar to those of the PDPA (~30°). Also, the NDMI utilizes a slit aperture like the PDPA does to define a small probe volume. The small probe volume of the instrument makes it possible to measure high number densities (> 10000 per cc). Measurements were made with the NDMI to help verify the number density measurements made by both the FSSP and the PDPA in dense sprays.

The experiment was designed so that simultaneous measurements of a water spray could be made by either the FSSP and the PDPA or
the FSSP and the NDMI. Because of space restrictions, the probe volume of the two instruments making the measurement needed to be separated by approximately 16 cm. A photograph of the experimental setup for the FSSP and the PDPA is shown in figure 2.1. A similar arrangement (not shown) was used for the FSSP and the NDMI. A 2.54 cm diameter copper pipe 37 cm long was inserted into the flow straightening tube of the FSSP. The copper pipe was wrapped with duct tape in the region where it fit into the FSSP so that it was centered and it fit snugly in the flow straightening tube. A set screw installed on the FSSP was used to insures that the copper pipe would not move. The pipe had two holes drilled in it that acted as entrance and exit ports for the FSSP's laser beam. The entrance port was 2.4 mm in diameter and the exit port was 8 mm in diameter. The 8 mm exit port (which corresponds to a scattering angle of 17.5°) was large enough to ensure that the light scattered from the droplets would not be vignetted (i.e. cutoff) by the port. The bottom of the pipe was connected to a wet/dry vacuum cleaner via a flexible hose. The vacuum source was adjusted to draw the droplets through the copper pipe at approximately 24 m/s. This provided a droplet velocity greater than the FSSP minimum velocity of 10 m/s and yet slow enough so that any velocity dependent sizing errors (ref. 9) would be minimal.

The distance from the top of the copper pipe to the PDPA laser ports was 12 cm. This distance was long enough to ensure that all the droplets that entered the copper pipe had adequate time to accelerate to the flow velocity. Three ports were required on the copper pipe for the PDPA. The first one was for the entrance of the laser beams, the second was for the exit of the beams, and the third port was located at 30° relative to the laser beams and provided collection of the scattered light by the PDPA receiving optics. The reason for providing an exit port for the laser beams was to avoid unnecessary reflections inside the pipe which would cause a large background light level. Fittings 2-3 cm long were placed over the ports to reduce the possibility of droplets entering through the laser port rather than the top of the pipe. Such droplets would be moving slower than the rest of the flow and could cause measurement discrepancies. As with the FSSP laser ports, these ports were large enough to ensure that neither the laser beams nor the scattered light would be vignetted by the copper pipe and the fittings.

Droplets were sprayed from above the copper pipe using a Sonicore nozzle manufactured by Sonic Development Corporation (ref. 10). A droplet size distribution (number of droplets as function of diameter) which was well within the range of the instruments was achieved by varying the air pressure and water flow rate into the nozzle. Once a satisfactory droplet distribution was achieved, these parameters were typically left unchanged throughout the test. The number density was varied by moving the nozzle relative to the copper pipe. Nozzle positions 5-10 cm directly above the pipe produced very high number densities while nozzle positions 60 cm from the pipe or off-axis nozzle positions produced very low number densities.
2.1 Experimental setup for comparing the FSSP with the PDPA.
The FSSP data was collected using a data acquisition system from SPEC, Inc. (ref. 11) that consisted of a board which plugged into a slot on an IBM PC/AT microcomputer. Data collection software provided by SPEC was integrated with custom software that implemented the various data correction algorithms. The SPEC software was used in a mode that collected data continuously and sent files to the microcomputer's hard disk drive. Each file represented one minute of FSSP data and the files were resolved in one second increments. Two, three, or four one-minute files were combined into one data set which typically consisted of several hundred thousand measured droplets and was used to calculate one data point such as the measured number density or the measured average diameter.

The PDPA was set to measure 50,000 droplets before terminating a measurement session and calculating a data point. The PDPA measurement sessions (data collection plus processing time) typically took two to four minutes. The measurement sessions for the PDPA and the FSSP always started within one to two seconds of each other but didn't necessarily terminate at the same time since the PDPA measurement sessions rarely took an integer number of minutes.

Data collection for the NDMI did not require the use of a computer. The output of the NDMI's photomultiplier tube was connected to conditioning electronics and routed to a frequency meter. The frequency meter was set to count the number of pulses (i.e. droplets crossing the probe volume) per minute. The frequency meter was set to average over one minute intervals that corresponded to the one minute intervals of the FSSP data sets. To determine the calibration factor that would convert counts per minute into droplets per cc, a series of measurements was made in low number density sprays (< 80 droplets per cc) with the NDMI and the FSSP. NDMI frequency vs. FSSP number density was plotted and the slope of the data was determined using a linear regression algorithm. The slope was used as the calibration factor for the NDMI throughout the test. It was assumed that the FSSP could accurately measure number density in such a dilute spray.

3. THE FSSP CORRECTION ALGORITHMS

There are a number of algorithms which have been formulated to correct FSSP data. This paper addresses those algorithms that correct FSSP measurement errors that are a result of high number density. The ones which were included in the test are denoted by bold print below.

The first correction algorithms that were developed for the FSSP were designed to correct number density errors (refs. 3,4). These algorithms will be denoted throughout as the activity number density correction and the BSD number density correction (named after the authors Baumgardner, Strapp and Dye). In 1989 a number density correction algorithm was published by Lock and Hovenac (ref. 12). This will be referred to as the L&H number density correction algorithm. A short time later another number density
correction algorithm by Brenguier and Amodei (refs. 13,14) was also published. Both of these algorithms are refinements of the BSD correction algorithm. Also, two algorithms which correct the errors in measured size that result from large number densities have been published: first by Cooper (ref. 5), then by Lock and Hovenac (ref. 15). The latter of these will be denoted as the L&H total distribution correction.

There are two reasons correction algorithms are needed for the FSSP. First, the electronics in the FSSP need a period of time to analyze the light scattered by a droplet. During this period, called the dead time, the FSSP is insensitive to additional droplets crossing the laser beam. Thus, the FSSP can undercount the number of droplets crossing the probe volume. If this occurs, the number density, which is calculated from this value, is lower than the actual number density. This error does not effect the measured diameter of the droplets and it does not skew the measured droplet distribution.

Correction algorithms are also needed when many droplets are in the laser beam simultaneously and scatter light into the instrument's detector. The light from these droplets combines and is detected as a single larger droplet. Thus counting and sizing errors occur. These are known as coincidence effects and are illustrated in figure 3.1. The four plots in the figure are oscilloscope traces from the sizing detector of the FSSP for four different activity levels. The activity is a measure of the percent of time the FSSP is detecting and analyzing droplets. Thus it increases as number density increases. In figure 3.1a the activity was measured to be 10%. There are four well defined voltage pulses that represent three small droplets followed by a larger one crossing the laser beam. Note that the pulses (i.e. droplets) are clearly separated. The FSSP would be able to count and measure each of these droplets correctly. In figure 3.1b the number density was increased by repositioning the spray nozzle closer to the instrument and the activity was measured to be 45%. Note that some of the pulses are now overlapping. In the cases where a smaller and a larger pulse overlap, the FSSP will only measure the larger droplet. In figure 3.1c and 3.1d the number density was further increased to produce activity levels of 80% and 90%. In these cases the combined effect of many smaller droplets is to raise the signal of the larger ones. This effect is to skew the measured distribution to the larger sizes.

One characteristic of correction algorithms is that they require values for certain parameters which describe the instrument. The parameters may be determined experimentally as for the case of the k-factor used in the activity correction algorithm. In the more sophisticated algorithms many parameters are required such as laser beam diameter, depth of field and electronic dead times. The values of these parameters are usually available in the instrument manual or could be measured by the user (ref. 16). However there are other parameters that cannot be directly measured. Determination of these parameters is discussed below.
3.1 Oscilloscope traces from the FSSP signal detector for four different levels of activity.
The functions describing the BSD and the L&H number density correction algorithms are multivalued. For a given measured number density two solutions for the correction algorithm exist. The measured activity is used to determine the correct solution. For example if the measured activity is below a predetermined activity value, then one solution is used. If the measured activity is above this predetermined activity value then the other solution is used. In order to determine this activity value, it is necessary to understand what feature in the FSSP causes the BSD and the L&H correction functions to be multivalued.

Consider making measurements in a cloud or a spray that has a very low number density. Under this condition the FSSP is able to make accurate number density measurements. As the number density in the cloud increases, the FSSP begins to experience counting losses and the measured number density increases at a slower rate than does the actual number density. At still higher number densities the counting losses dominate to such an extent that the measured number density will decrease and approach zero as the actual number density increases. Thus if the FSSP is reporting a low number density it could be because the actual number density really is low, or the actual number density is very high and the dead time and coincidence errors are causing the FSSP to undercount. The measured activity can be used to determine which case is actually occurring and determine whether to apply a small correction or a large one to the measured number density.

Figure 3.2a-b illustrates how activity can be used to determine the solution for the correction functions. Figure 3.2a is a plot of the FSSP's uncorrected number density as function of activity (this is experimentally measured data). Figure 3.2b is the FSSP's measured number density as a function of actual number density (this curve was calculated from eq. 46 in ref. 12). This plot represents a model of how the FSSP will measure the number density as a function of the actual number density. The data in the plot represents the correction curve used with the L&H algorithm. It also illustrates the multivalue nature of the correction function. A measured number density of 200 /cc could be corrected to a value of 279 /cc or a value of 1190 /cc. Using the data in figure 3.2a one can see that for this FSSP, the measured number density peaks at activity values of approximately 55%. Thus when using the correction function shown in figure 3.2b the left hand side of the correction curve is to be used if the measured activity is less than 55% and the right hand side is to be used if the measured activity is greater than 55%. This value of 55% activity or the "activity where the maximum measured number density occurs", will vary from instrument to instrument depending on the optical and electronic configuration of the instrument and it will also change for different droplet velocities.

Another parameter that needs to be determined is a quantity called the exposed laser beam length. This parameter appears in both the BSD and the L&H algorithms. The exposed laser beam length is the length of the laser beam exposed to the droplets. BSD and L&H define this length slightly differently. In one case the depth
3.2a Uncorrected number density as a function of activity. The peak value of this data is approximately 280 /cc. This occurs at an activity level of approximately 55%.

3.2b Representation of the L&H number density number density correction curve. A measured number density of 200 /cc could be corrected to a value of 279 /cc or 1190 /cc depending on whether the measured activity is below 55% or above 55%.
of field is included in the length and in the other case it is not; also different symbols are used (L₁ vs. L). This parameter is important because droplets that simultaneously cross the laser beam in this region will scatter light onto the FSSP's detectors and cause coincidence errors. The intensity of the scattered light from a droplet in this region diminishes if the droplet is far from the center of the depth of field or if the droplet is small. Thus a distinct boundary for the laser beam length does not exist. The values used in the BSD and the L&H correction algorithms for the laser beam length therefore are estimations.

A short time after taking data it was discovered that using the published estimates for the laser beam length was causing some obvious errors in the corrected number density. The data showed that the corrected number density jumped abruptly at a certain value (for both the BSD and the L&H algorithms) as the actual number density smoothly increased. A different method for determining the laser beam length resolved this discontinuity. Recall that the number density correction algorithm is a mathematical model of how the FSSP will measure number density as a function of the actual number density. This was shown graphically in figure 3.2b. Details of the shape of this curve are governed by the particular mathematical model of the instrument that was used and the values of the various parameters assumed for that model. For example, if different values for the laser beam length are used in the equations describing the instrument, the curve will change as shown for the two curves plotted in figure 3.3. Assume for a moment that the top curve in figure 3.3 is used to correct the measured number density but the bottom curve is a more accurate model of how the FSSP will measure the number density. At an actual number density of 600 /cc the bottom curve shows that the FSSP will measure 274 /cc (A-B) and the correction algorithm (top curve) will correct this up to 461 /cc (C). Now assume that the actual number density is increased to 700 /cc (D) causing the activity to increase to a value larger than 55% (i.e. the right side of the correction curve will be used). The data in figure 3.3 shows that the FSSP will measure approximately the same number density as before (B) but since the activity passed the 55% level, the corrected number density will jump to 1063 /cc (E). Thus, a relatively small increase in the actual number density (600 to 700 /cc) causes a large jump in the corrected number density (461 to 1063 /cc) when the activity increases beyond a preset value. It was precisely this ill-conditioned nature of the correction algorithm that produced the previously mentioned abrupt jump in the corrected data.

Figure 3.2a was used to determine the value for the laser beam length that would minimize this discontinuity. As can be seen from the data, the maximum measurable number density for the NASA Lewis FSSP (at 24 m/s) is approximately 280 /cc. As a result the laser beam lengths on both the BSD and the L&H number density correction algorithms were adjusted so that the equation describing the correction function also had a peak value of 280 /cc.
3.3 Laser density correction curves for two different values of the laser length \( L \).
Table 1: Values of the various constants used in the correction algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correction Algorithm</th>
<th>Values of Constants Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity Number Density Correction</td>
<td>$k = 0.7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSD Number Density Correction</td>
<td>$\tau_0 = 5.57 \mu s$ $\tau_3 = 1.58 \mu s$ $L_0 = 2.74 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L&amp;H Number Density Correction</td>
<td>$\tau_0 = 5.57 \mu s$ $\tau_f = 1.58 \mu s$ $L_0 = 2.74 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L&amp;H Total Distribution Correction</td>
<td>$d = 240 \mu m$ $L = 23.0 \text{ mm}$ $\nu = 23.6 \text{ m/s}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the values of the parameters used for the different algorithms. The definitions of the various parameters are given in the respective references. Note that the value needed for the BSD correction was 27 mm for $L_1$ which is actually longer than the entire exposed laser beam. Also BSD's $L_0$ constant was not needed because the droplet velocity mandated use of BSD's eq. 4.15 (ref. 4) which does not depend on $L_0$. The value of $L_2$ for the L&H total distribution correction algorithm was arrived at by measuring $L_0$ and $L_1$ using a rotating pinhole device (ref. 17) and using eqs. (7) and (8) (ref. 15) to calculate the value of $L_2$.

4. COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER DENSITY ALGORITHMS

A comparison of the number density correction curves for the activity correction, the L&H correction, and the BSD correction is shown in figure 4.1. These curves were calculated using the parameters of Table 1. There are several features to note about these curves. First, they all follow the one-to-one line fairly closely below number densities of approximately 100 /cc. This indicates that only very small corrections are needed in this region. At corrected number densities above several hundred per cubic centimeter the correction curves deviate greatly from the one-to-one line. Most notable is the activity correction which turns back toward lower values of the corrected number density. The BSD and the L&H corrections are quite similar to one another, the major difference being the magnitude of the correction for very high number densities. At number densities above 800 /cc, the BSD algorithm shows a larger correction than the L&H algorithm.

Figure 4.2a shows plots of the uncorrected number density, the activity correction, the BSD correction and the L&H correction as a function of the measured PDPA number density. Note that all of the curves deviate from the one-to-one curve at different points and that the BSD curve follows the one-to-one curve the best above
4.1 Comparison of the number density correction curves calculated from the activity correction, the BSD correction, and the L&H correction.
Also note that there are discontinuities in the BSD and the L&H corrections at number densities of approximately 700 /cc. Fine tuning of the value used for the laser beam length would probably reduce these discontinuities. However, such adjustments would be based on the PDPA data and such data is not available to most FSSP users.

Figure 4.2b shows the same data as figure 4.2a except that the ordinate is the ratio of the FSSP number density to the PDPA number density. This shows the errors associated with the various algorithms. As can be seen in the figure, the correction algorithms do not eliminate the error, they only reduce it and thus they extend the usable range of the FSSP number density measurements. Also, this estimation of the error is based on the PDPA data which is subject to measurement errors as well.

Figures 4.2c-d show the comparison between the FSSP and the NDMI. These plots are similar to figures 4.2a-b and again show that the BSD correction is closer to the one-to-one curve at higher number densities than the L&H curve. Also, there appears to be a greater discontinuity in both the BSD as well as the L&H corrected data. This is due to the aforementioned ill-conditioned nature of the correction algorithms in these regions.

5. **COMPARISON BETWEEN THE FSSP CORRECTED SIZE AND THE PDPA**

Figure 5.1a shows the percent difference between the FSSP average diameter ($D_{10}$) and the PDPA average diameter as a function of number density. The triangular symbols represent the uncorrected data and the squares represent the L&H total distribution correction. Figure 5.1b is similar to figure 5.1a except it shows the percent difference in the median volume diameter (MVD) as a function of number density.

There are several features to note in figure 5.1a,b. At lower number densities the corrected as well as the uncorrected values of $D_{10}$ and MVD show a -25% difference with the PDPA measurements. One would expect these values to be closer to each other than 25% since this is a measurement in a low number density spray where the FSSP makes the fewest errors. This 25% difference is attributed to differences in the measured size distributions at diameters less than 10 μm. The PDPA typically counts fewer of these smaller droplets than the FSSP. The question of which instrument is more accurate under these low number density conditions is one of considerable debate.

Another feature about figure 5.1a,b is that the percent difference in both the uncorrected FSSP data and the corrected data increases with increasing number density. However the increase is less in the corrected data. For example in figure 5.1b the percent difference between the uncorrected MVD data and the PDPA data is between 0% and -25% up to number densities of 900 /cc. However the corrected FSSP MVD data stays in the 0% to -25% range at number densities approaching 3000 /cc.
It should be noted that the increase in the percent difference between the FSSP and the PDPA data with increasing number density is due to two factors. First, the effect of coincidence events increases the measured size of the uncorrected FSSP data as the number density increases (figure 5.2a triangles). Second, the PDPA data shows a decrease in the measured size with increasing number density (figure 5.2b). Thus, even though the corrected FSSP MVD appears to be independent of number density (figure 5.2a squares), the percent difference between that data and PDPA data increases with number density because the PDPA data shows a definite decrease in measured size as number density increases. It is not known if this decrease is real or an artifact of the PDPA instrument. However, given that the size distribution in a spray is dependent upon the location of the nozzle relative to the probe volume, it is likely that varying number density by repositioning the nozzle also affected the drop size distribution in this experiment.

6. CONCLUSION

Four FSSP correction algorithms were compared with data taken by the Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer and a prototype optical number density measuring instrument. Three of the algorithms corrected errors in the measured number density. The number density algorithm that compared best to the PDPA data and the NDMI data was the correction algorithm developed by Baumgardner, Strapp, and Dye (ref. 4). Discontinuities in both the BSD corrected data as well as the number density correction algorithm developed by Lock and Hovenac (ref. 12) were reduced by using a value for the laser beam length that was derived from the "maximum measurable number density". An algorithm that corrects sizing errors in the FSSP (ref. 15) was shown to be within 25% of the PDPA MVD data at number densities approaching 3000 /cc.
4.2a Comparison of uncorrected number density, the activity correction, the BSD correction, and the L&H correction to the PDPA measured number density.
4.2b Same data as (a) except the ordinate is plotted as the ratio of the FSSP number density to the PDPA number density.
4.2c Comparison of uncorrected number density, the BSD correction, and the L&H correction to the NDMI measured number density.
4.2d Same data as (c) except the ordinate is plotted as the ratio of the FSSP number density to the NDMI number density.
5.1a Percent difference between the FSSP measured average diameter and the PDPA measured average diameter.
5.1b Percent difference between the FSSP measured median volume diameter and the PDPA median volume diameter.
5.2a Uncorrected FSSP MVD data (triangles) increases with number density because of coincidence errors. Corrected FSSP MVD data (squares) shows no increase with number density.
5.2b PDPA MVD data shows a decrease with number density.
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Three number density correction algorithms and one size distribution correction algorithm for the Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) were compared with data taken by the Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) and an optical number density measuring instrument (NDMI). Of the three number density correction algorithms, the one that compared best to the PDPA and NDMI data was the algorithm developed by Baumgardner, Strapp, and Dye (1985). The algorithm that corrects sizing errors in the FSSP that was developed by Lock and Hovenac (1989) was shown to be within 25% of the Phase Doppler measurements at number densities as high as 3000/cc.